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It Is good sometime to think about the Ingredients of
which things are made* Therefore* In the sequel the objective
will be to provoke thoughts concerning how complex bodies of
knowledge are created and systematized using concepts which are
already known* This will not be done by completely compiling
a new body of knowledge* but will Instead be done by abstract¬
ing a few concepts which are primary to a body of knowledge and
organize them* The emphasis will be particularly placed upon
the development of complex numbers* trigonometric functions*
hyperbolic functions* and their relationship to complex vari¬
ables*
The complex numbers Is a set of numbers which contains
the real numbers* This set of numbers satisfies the properties
of a field and was fo\md to be necessary In obtaining solutions
of certain algebraic equatlons--a problem which baffled early
mathematicians when they were solving a particular class of
quadratic equations* These niuabers can be expressed In trig¬
onometric form* a form which makes them valuable to mathema¬





2»Brlef hi3tory««The first square root of a negative number
to be foiand in an extensive work was found in the Stereometra
of Heron of Alexandria* where he showed that the problem of find¬
ing the square root of a negative number was impossible* The
second known recognition of this difficulty was found in the
Arlthmetica of Dlophantus* He attempted to compute the sides of
a right triangle of perimeter twelve units and area seven square
units and fo\md it necessary to solve the equation 336x^ + 24 *
172x {l6;26lj * He stated that the equation could not be solved
unless the square of half the coefficient of x diminished by
24 X 336 is a square* not realizing that this equation has com*
plex roots [6;26lJ •
Wallis stimulated thou^ts concerning negative roots and
negative numbers by introducing concepts of negative areas and
negative lines* He was the first to indicate a graph of nega¬
tive ntimbers* Moreover* he proposed the idea for graphing com¬
plex numbers by saying that if one line in a plane represents
the real axis* the line perpendicular to it would represent the
imaginary axis [6;263j •
Cotes was the first British mathematician to show promise
in the theory of complex n\imbers. He found the relation that
log (cos X + 1 sin x) * lx* Immediate corollaries of this
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3
relation ares Euler's formula
IT
‘ * cos X + i sin Xe
and De Hoivre's theorem
(cos X + i sin x)*' * cos nx + i sin nx*
In 1797* Caspar Wessel gave the modem geometric theory
for the graphical representation of complex numbers before the
Royal Academy of Denmark* This feat had been attempted earlier
by Wallis and H* Kuhn* but was not attained*
The graphical representation of complex numbers aroused
Interest among the 17th. and l8th* century mathematicians*
They began working harder than ever with expressions like
.*b\cr. calling it an imaginary quantity* Though Gauss saw
that it would be feasible to give different names to expressions
like a and a + and named the latter "complex number."
He also called a^ + b^ the "nom" of a complex n\jmber^6;264-26^.
Euler used the name "1" for C"i in 1714-8, prior to the graphi¬
cal representation of complex numbers* Canchy suggested the
name "conjugates" for a + bi and a - bi* and "modulus" for
^a^ + b^ * Weierstrass called | a + bi| the modulus of a complex
niuaber* meaning that (a + bi|= Va^ + b^ £6;264-265j| *
2.1* The imaginary unit*-The best known imaginary number
is the unit of the set of imaginary nvimbers. This \jnit is
written as \j — 1, which was symbolized by Euler as i*
Definition: Let i * nCI, then i^ =* — 1*
This symbol can be used along with real numbers to carry
out operations Involving addition, subtraction, multiplication.
and division This rule also provides the tool for showing
that:
If
12 s (>/“- i") (V-T ) « - 1,
13 , 1 (i2) « i (. 1) s ^ 1,
1^* « l2 (l2) s (-1) (-.1) s 1,
In fact* all powers of i can be obtained from repeated appli¬
cations of this procedure*
2.2 Complex numbers*»From elementary algebra you discovered
that the solutions of certain quadratic equations were imaginary*
For example, these solutions
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Notice these roots, one part is real and the other part is
imaginary; such an expression is called a complex number*
Definition: A complex number is a niamber of the form
a -t- bi, where a and b are real nxnabers.
The complex number a 4- bi is an imaginary nximber* In the
complex nxunber a bl, if a o and b ^ o, then a bi is
called a pure imaginary number* If a # 0 and b = 0, then a + bi
is called a real number
Example 1: 3 21*
3 4- 21 is a complex number* 3 is the real part and 2 is
the imaginary part of this complex nxamber*
Example 2: ItJL*
i|i. is a complex ntomber* 0 is the real part and i|. is the
imaginary part of this complex number* Therefore, I4J. is called
a pure imaginary nvimber*
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Example 3* 6*
6 is a complex nvimber. 6 Is the real part and 0 Is the
Imaginary part of this complex number* Therefore, 6 is called
a real number*
Uhen a complex number is written in the form a + bi, it
is said to be in standard form* Thus, Example 1 above is in
standard form*
2*2-1* The product of imaginary numbers*-The product of
two imaginary numbers is a real number*
Proofs Let —a and /-b~ be two imaginary nvimbers,
where & 7^ 0 and b ^ 0* Now a ( ) - >/ a^ ( V— 1 )
) {>r—\ )* By tiie definition of Section 2*1, we have
) ® — 1, and from elementary algebra that /a
\/b^ = Vab*
Thereforej V— & (/— b ) * (— 1) /ab^ = — \/ab,
which is a negative real number* Q*E*D* « ^ .
Example: Find the product: 32^ )•
« 3 /ir" (- 1 )
* 3 (4) (-1)
12.
Remember: In multiplying two real nimbers like end
/b7* where a ^ 0 and b?^0, the product is /ab* However, this
rule does not apply to two imaginary numbers
6
2*2«<2« Conjugate complex numbers»■♦Two complex nximbers which
differ only in the sign of their imaginary parts are called con-
Jugate complex numbers* This name was suggested by Canchy* as
a result of his having observed that a + bl and a - bl differed
only in the sign preceding the imaginary parts. The sum of two
conjugate complex numbers is a real number*
(a + bl) + (a - bl) « 2a.
The product of two conjugate complex numbers is a real nvimber.
(a + bi) (a - bi) = a® - (bl)2
= a2 - (.b2))
- a2 ♦ b2 .
2.2-3* Equal complex numbers.«Two complex numbers are said
to be equal if their real parts are equal and their imaginary
parts are equal. Thus, the complex niiraber a bi is equal to
the complex number c dl. if and only if. a » c and b « d.
From the definition it follows that a complex number is
equal to zero, if its real part and the coefficient of its imag-
Inarj part are both zero. That is. a + bi « 0, if and only if
a s 0 and b » 0.
2.3« Addition and subtraction of complex numbers.«-It is
advisable to put complex numbers in standard form before per*
forming arithmetical bperations [2;477] . .
Definition It The sum of a + bl and c •t' di is defined to
be (a + c) + (b +d)i.
Definition 2: The difference obtained by subtracting
c + di from a + bl is defined to bo (a - c) + (b ^d)!.
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Example 1: Add (3-1+1) and (5-3i)*
Solution: (2-I+i) + (5-31) * 7 + (- l+-3)i
* 7 -71.
Example 2: Subtract (8—31) from (3 + 21)
Solution: (3 + 21) - (8-31) * (3 - 8 ) + [2- (-3)Ji
* — 5 + 5i.
2*4. Multiplication and division of complex niambers.-The
product of two complex ntuabers Is defined as the complex number
obtained by multiplying them without regard to the special mean¬
ing of 1 as given In Section 2«1. Thus, the product of a bl
and c + di is defined to be (ac — bd) + (ad + bc)i* This defi¬
nition follows from the multiplication of two binomials*
(a + bi) (c + dl) * ac + adi + bcl + bdi^
* (ac —bd) + (ad + bc)l*
Example: Find the product: (3 + \/—2 ) (2- 4 )•
Solution: (3 +V-2^ (2-/^IT) « (3 + 1 (2-21)
* 6-61 + 21^ /i
* (6 + 2)/TT + (2/2^6)!.
Definition: The quotient of two complex numbers can be
obtained by expressing the quotient as a fraction and then
multiplying both numerator and denominator of the fraction by
the conjugate of the denominator* Thus, the quotient of a -f bl
divided by 0 dl is defined to be
8
a bl
^ a ♦ bi c — dl
c + di o + dl c - ar
* (ae + bd) ♦ be ad)l
c2 +
ss ae ■*’ bd + (be — ad)l«
e^ + d^
6 —
Example: Find the quotient of the following:
^ ■■
Solution: = ^..r: 3^, .
2 + 1 2 + 1 2-1




2*5* Graphleal representation of eomplex numbers««»Slnee a
eomplex number eontalns two parts (a real part and an Imaginary
part). It ean be represented in a reetangular eoordlnate system*
That Is, a system whleh Is fromed by drawing a horizontal line
on a plane and dropping another line perpendicular to It, so that
they Intersect at a point called the origin* The origin Is rep*
resented by the complex number 0^0 + 01* The horizontal line
Is used to represent the real axis and the vertical line Is the
Imaginary axis [_2;14.79-480^ , 199">20oJ * This hew plane Is




Another useful graphical representation of complex numbers
Is In terms of vectors, or directed line segments. The nijunber
X 4- ly Is a complex number In standard form; It Is represented
In (Figure 2) by the vector pointing from the origin to the
point with rectangular coordinates (x, y). Thus 3 21 Is
pictured by a vector pointing from the origin to the point whose
rectangular coordinates are (3, 2}. Vectors are useful In rep-




i -3 -a, -
Figure 3
The negative of a complex number will be represented as a
vector of the same length, but In an opposite direction (Figure
2), The conjugate of a complex number will be represented as a
vector 3dilch Is Its reflection across the x»axls (Figure3)»
2,6, Trigonometric form of complex numbers,-It was shown
In Section 2,S that a point on a complex plane can be located
by measuring Its distance from each of the two axes. A point
on a complex plane can also be located If Its distance from the
origin and the angle, the line connecting the point, and the
origin makes with the positive direction of the real axis are
known. In (Figure li.) the point corresponding to x + ly is
shown. The distance of this point from the horizontal axis Is
y units. Its distance from the vertical axis Is x units. Apply¬
ing the Pythagorean theorem, the distance r from the origin is
Letting p be the measure of the angle
made by the line joining the origin and the given point with the
positive direction of the real axis, it follows thatr
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tan p = -2- or y * X tan p
X
sin p ® -2— or y * r sin p
r
cos p * -i- or X * r cos p
r
Figure
Using these relations, any complex number in the algebraic form
can be converted into trigonometric form, often called x>olar forsw
X + iy » r (cos p + i sin p)
Definition 1: The distance from the origin to the point
labeled r in (Figure 1;) is called the modulus complex ntusber*
Definition 2: The measure of the angle p in (FiguB 1|.) is
called the amplitued or argument of thecoii^>lex number*
Example 1: Express ol 4- i in polar form, using the small*
est non*negative value of the amplitude*
Solution: r * V (—1)^ *■ 1^ =» sin p 1 ££_
rr ~ z
cos p ^ — vr Hence p * 135 • Therefore, the
fz~ 2
polar form of — 1 + 1 = 'TS' (cos 135° + 1 sin 135°),
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Example 2: Write 2 (cos 300° + 1 sin 300®) In standard
form, or rectangular form*
HenceSolution:
2*7« Graphical significance of operations**The vector
representing the sum of a + bl and c + dl Is the vector 0 P
along the diagonal of the parallelogram whose adjacent sides are
the vector representing a + hi and c + dl, respectively
(Plgiire 5)« For (Pigiire 5) the coordinates of p are (a + c, b ♦ d),
since right triangles 0 0 D and Q R P are congruent. Hence, 0 P
is the vector representing (a + c) + (b + d)i*
a
Pigars 5
Prom the parallelogram law for the composition of vectors,
it follows that, if two vectors in a plane are represented by
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complex numbers, there resultant is represented by the sum of
these complex numbers*
To subtract c + dl from a + bi graphically, add — c — di
to a + bi graphically* Thus in (Figure 6), to subtract —2 + 31
from 4 + 21 graphically, add 2 - 31 to 1|. + 21 and obtain 6—1*
Figure 6
Let any two numbers be written in their polar forms as
(1) r (cos p + 1 sin p),
(2) R (cos q + 1 sin q)*
Multiplying (1) times (2), the result is
(3) ** K ((cos p cos q-sin p sin q]+ i [aln p cos q +
cos p sin q^ ) *
In trigonometry, it is proved that the first bracket is equal
to cos p + qj and the second bracket is equal to sin + q^ ,
Hence, the product of (1) and (2) may be written as
(4) r R (cos fP '*■ *l] ^ Ep ^ 7 ) *
thus, this product is in polar form* Hence, the modulus of the
product of two complex numbers is the product of their moduli.




By definition, the quotient of one complex number r (cos p +
1 sin p) ^ by another s (cos q + i sin q) is the complex number
#
R (cos X + i sin x), such that the second multiplied by the third
equals the first.
Hence
Which is true if
s R « r and q + x * p.
Hence
R = -X_ and X = p — q,
s
Therefore,
r (cos p i sin p)
s (cos q -t- i sin q)
That is, the modulus of the quotient of two complex niambers is
the quotient of their moduli and the amplitude of the quotient
Is the difference of their amplitudes.
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Example 1: Find the product of
2(cos 20® + i sin 20®) and 3 (cos 70® + is sin 70®).
Solution: 2 (cos 20® + i sin 20®) '3(cos 70® + i sin 70®)
s 6 (cos 90® + i sin 90®)
* 6 (i) « 6i.
Example 2: Find the quotient of
6{cos 50® + is sin 50®) 2. 2 (cos 20® + i sin 20®)
Solution: 6 (cos 50® i sin 50®)
2 (cos 20® + i sin 20? )
» 3 (cos 30® + i sin 30®)
s 3 (-£IZ. + _1_ i)
2 2
= 3 .. £11- JL. .
2 2
Note: If further information is desired on Section 2.7»
see and Qj.;201-2093 •
2.8, DeMolvre*s theorem,-If n is any positive whole number,
then
(1) (cos p + 1 sin p)*' s cos n p + i sin n p |j4.»20^, j^l;^ ,
Proof: Let n » I, then
(2) (cos p + 1 sin p) * cos p + i sin p.
Now let n * 2,
(cos p + 1 sin p)^ * cos^ P + 1 cos p sin p
Q




cos^ p — sin p ~ cos 2p
and
21 cos p sin p 3 sin 2p«
Therefore,
(3) (cos p + 1 sin p)^ * cos p + 1 sin 2p.
To complete the proof by mathematical Induction, let
(cos p + 1 sin p)*^ * cos np + 1 sin np
be true when n * m:
(Ij.) (cos p + 1 sin p)® = cos mp + 1 sin mp«
Multiply each member by cos p 4- 1 sin p, and for the new second
member substitute Its value as In the (1{.) formula from Section
2o then
(5) (cos p 4- 1 sin p) * cos (p 4* mp) 4- 1 sin (p + mp),
mp s q, \dilch proves (1), when n s m 4^ 1« Hence, by the principle
of mathematical Induction, the theorem holds for all positive
Integers* Q.E.D,
The sine and cosine functions are periodic functions. The
period of these ftinctions Is 360®, Therefore, any k • 360®,
where k Is an Integer will not change the value of either function.
A function f with real domain Is said to be periodic with periodic
niimber k If the following Is true:
(1) k Is a positive real number,
(11) Whenever x Is In the domain of f, then so are x «»k
and X 4- k,
(ill) f (x) a f (x 4- k) [5;212-2l3j.
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Example £ Find the cube root of x3 s 6*
Solution? x3 a 8. Express 8 in polar form; It follows that
(1) 8 = 8 (cos 0° •»► i sin 0°).
Since the sine and cosine functions are periodic
8=8 (cos k . 360® + i sin k . 360®)
(2) = [2 (cos (k . 3603 + 1 sin i (k . 3601)J^o
The roots of (1) may be obtained from (2) by using the expression
within the bracket*
If k * 0, then
2 (cos 0° + 1 sin 0®) = 2 (1)
* 2.
If k « 1, then
2 (cos 120® + i sin 120®) = 2 (-JL +
2 2
=-l + i /r:
If k = 2, then
2 (cos 240® + 1 sin 240®) = 2 ^ V X. )
* -1-1 ^3^*
2,9* Euler *8 formula»«»If x is any real niamber, then
(1) e^* * cos X + 1 sin x •
Proof:
(2) e'^ « 1 + u + +
2 n I
• * •
is a convergent series for all values of u. Substitute u
in (2), to obtain
(3) = 1 + lx + i^ x^ + ... + 1^ x° + ... •
2 i n /
lx
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The series of the terms in even powers of x in (3) is
(4) 1 •••« or cos X*
The series of the terms in odd powers of x in (3) is
(5) i (x- •••), or i sin X.
3/ 5!
Let and represent the sums of the first k terras in
(3)* (4)> and (i?)* respectively. Then, for each value of n,
there are corresponding values of h and k so that * 0^ + Sj^ .
Since (3)# (4), and (5) converge for all values of x, it follows
that
e^* = lira Sjj = lim 0^ + lim
n—h-^oo k—
« cos X + i sin X. Therefore,
e^* a cos X + i sin x. Q.E.D,
Example; Find the cube roots of x^ • 1 * 0*
Solutions x^»l * 0. Therefore, it follows that x^ * 1.
The roots of x^ * 1 are given by
If
k k ip+2kTTl . - _
X =s r e , where k ® 0,
x^ * l.e^^^^, since 1 » p » 0®
2kTTi
xic » e 3







If k a 1, then
_2]n
* e ^
If k =s 2, then
JtEi_
X2 = e 3 ,
Letting k be any other value will give only repeated roots
of the equation* Now on applying Eulerfonnula« it follows
that
2-rri




Xg « e * cos 2if0° + i sin 240°
2 2
Therefore, the roots of x"^ — 1 » 0 are:
- -i. /^ ,
2 2
Xn * 1, Xn and Xo = 2̂ 2
CHAPTER III
SELECTED TRIGONOMETRIC AND HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS
3, The sine and cosine of the siua of two angles,»Let a
and h represent any two angles.
Then
(I) sin (a b) s sin a cos b + cos a sin b
(II) cos (a > b) s cos a cos b • sin a sin b.
Proof of (I) and (II): Let a. b, and (a + b) be positive
and acute angles.
Place (a) In standard position on a cartesian coordinate
degree system. Place (b) with Its vertex at the origin and Its
Initial side OP on the terminal side of (a). Then, In (Figure 0),
angle MOQ Is a -t- b and this angle Is In Its standard position.
Figure d
From any point Q on the terminal side of (b) drop per¬
pendicular to the terminal side of (a). Draw QL and PM
20
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perpendicular to OX, and PH parallel to OX* From a theorem of
geometry, angle HQP equals (a) because HQ and QP are respectively
perpendicular to the sides OH and OP of (a)*
Triangles QHP, OMP, and OPQ are right triangles* Hence
from triangle
(1) OMP, HP * OP sin a; OH * OP cos a;
(2) QHP, HQ * PQ cos a; HP * PQ sin a;
(3) OPQ, OP * OQ cos b; PQ « OQ sin b.
The coordinates and radius vector of Q are x = OL, y
and r » OQ* Therefore, since sin (a + b) *
radius vector
follows that
sin (a‘+ b) =^ +^ ;
-OQOQ OQ OQ
since HP * LH* Using (1) and (2), it follows that
sin (a -i- b) » 0-P-Sln aiPQ cos a .
OQ OQ
Using (3)
sin (a + b) * sin a cos b + cos a sin b*
Hence, the proof of I. Q* E* D*






cos (a + b)
OL OM-LM
OQ
and using (1) and (2)
cos (a + b) = —255 5L- - OP ft _ PQ sin &
OQ OQ OQ OQ
Then using (3) it follows that
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cos (a b) = cos a cos b -sin a cos b.
Hence, the proof of II. Q.E.D.
3*1* The sine and cosine of the difference of two angles.
Let a and b represent any two angles. Then
(III) sin (a—b) = sin a cos b - cos a sin b;
(IV) cos (a—b) * cos a cos b + sin a sin b.
Proof of (III): Substitute (—b) in place of b in (I).
Then
(1) sin (a—b) s sin a + (—b)^* sin a cos (—b) +
cos a sin (— b)
cos (— b) = cos b
sin (—b) = — sin b.
Therefore,
sin (a —b) - sin a cos b — cos a sin b. Q.E.D.
Proof of (IV)s Substitute (— b) in place of b in (II).
Then
(2) cos (a—b) ss cos f* a + ( —b) ( = cos a cos (- b) —
sin a sin (— b)
cos (— b) » cos b
sin (—b) * — sin b.
Therefore,
cos (a — b) * cos a cos b + sin a sin b. Q.E.D.
3*2. Hyperbolic sine and cosine.-certain simple expressions
involving exponential functions occur frequently in applied
mathematics. They are called hyperbolic functions. Two of
these functions, the hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine of
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a variable v, written, respectively, sinh v and cosh v, are
defined by the equations
(1) sinh V =
V y
e — e
, cosh V *
V 4. ^
- e^ + e
2 2
where e is the naplerian base. These functions are not inde¬
pendent, for from (1) it follows that
(2) cosh^v= e^ + e*^ e £3 _ ft2v + 2 + e
(3) sinh v=*2^_ e2v-eO-eO + e^^v .2v _ ^ ^ _-2ve 2 + e
Now subtracting (3) from (2)
cosh^v- si,*2v = «
- 2t




(1|.) cosh V— sinh V = 1,
From (1), by solving for the exponential functions
sinh V - sZzlSJIL, cosh v =: S. •
2 2
Adding V_-—“V V^—V
sinh V * -— and cosh v = ^ we have
gV j. e - V ftV _ a
cosh V + sinh v » ^—
2 (cosh V + sinh v) * 2 e^.
2k
Therefore,(5)e^ =s cosh ▼ + sinh ▼*
Subtracting sinh v
e
V . 3-v and cosh ▼ »-6 + e
••V





2 (cosh ▼ - sinh ▼) * 2o*^.
Therefore,
(6) e”^ = cosh V - sinh v*
3*2»1# Hyperbolic ftmetlons of v -k w»«»Forigalas for the sum
of two angles for the hyperbolic functions cosh (v + w) and
sinh (v + w) are:
(7) sinh (v + w) * sinh v cosh w + cosh ▼ sinh w;
(8) cosh (v -4^ w) B cosh ▼ cosh w + sinh ▼ sinh w«
Proof of (7): Using definition (1) of Section 3*2,
^V+W ^“V^W




=t ® ® =_S •
Using (5) and (6) of Section 3*2, wo have sinh (v -tr w)
= (cosh v-4-sinh v)(cosh w-t-sinh w)-“(cosh v-sinh v)(cosh w^sinh w)
2
= (cosh V cosh w-t-cosh v sinh w+cosh w sinh v + sinh v sinh w)
2
—f cosh V cosh w - cosh v sinh w -cosh w sinh v+sinh v sinh w )
2
* 2 cosh V sinh w 2 cosh w sinh v
2
* sinh V cosh w + cosh v sinh w*
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Therefore,
slnh (v + w) * sinh v cosh w + cosh v sinh w, Q.E#D«
Proof of (8): Using definition (1) of Section 3*2,
(2) cosh (v + w) ss -2 ±-S
2
Using (5) and (6) of Section 3*2, we have c6sh (v +■ w)
* (cosh v+sinh v)(cosh w-t-sinh w)-t-(co3h v»Binh v)(coah w-sinh w)
2
»Cco8h Y cosh w*-cosh v sinh w«-sinh v cosh w-t-sinh v sinh w)
2
(cosh V cosh w ~ cosh v sinh w» sinh v cosh w sinh ▼ sinh w)
2
* 2 cosh V cosh sinh v sinh w
2
* cosh V cosh w + sinh v sinh w.
Therefore,
cosh(v + w) * cosh v cosh w + sinh v sinh w, Q*E,D.
Set w s V in (7) and (8). Then
(9) sinh 2v = 2 sinh v cosh v,
(10) cosh 2v * cosh^v + sinh^v,
3*3 Relations between trigonometric and hyperbolic functions.
Lot the exponent v of the exponential function o^ be a complex
number x + iy (x and y real niombers; i Then assume
as a definition that
26
(1) = e* = e* (cos y + 1 sin y).
If X - 0, then
(2) eiy * cos y + 1 sin yo
Change y to -*y« Then (2) becomes
(3) e"^y a cos y — i sin y*
Solving (2) and (3) for sin y and cos y, the results are
e^y + e-^y
2
Therefore, the sine and cosine of a real variable are expressed
in terms of exponential functions with imaginary exponents*
Forsnulas (If) above and formulas (1) of Section 3*2 suggest
definitions of the functions when the variable is any complex
number. These definitions are:






From (5) it can be shown that
(6) sinh iz s i sin z, cosh iz a cos z.
Prove that: sinh iz a i sin z*
Proof: From (1) Section 3*2






sin z s — - e
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Therefore»
1 sin z »
Hence It follows that
slnh Iz - 1 sin z« Q.E.D*
Prove that : cosh iz s cos z»
Proof: From definition (1) Section 3*2
z •z
cosh z » ^—it—S: •
2
Therefore,
cosh Iz * ■ ■' •
From (5) above
el* + e-1*
COS Z — —' •
Therefore,
cosh Iz a cos z« QeE.D,
CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION OP ELEMENTARY CONCEPTS
TO COMPLEX VARIABLE PROBLEMS
4# Euler*s formula for finding roots,
Euler's formula
e ® (cos X + i sin x)
will be made use of In the following problem:
0.
Proof:
since f (x) Is an even function. To solve this problem,
Q ($) * ... must satisfy the following conditions:
+ a^
(1) Q (j^) is meromorphic in the upper half plane;
(ii) Q (^) has no poles on the real axis;
(ill) z Q (z)—>0 uniformly, as , for 0 £ arg
z TT ;




where^R*** denotes the sum of the residues of Q (z) at its
poles in the upper half planeo
Q (z) a i* The zeroes of z^ ♦ a^ are the poles of
28
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Q (z)« The zeroes of z^ are ^ven by
ic 1, ie+2ktTiz^ * e , k = 0, 1, 2, 3*
i, u (Tr+2k7T)i
z^ * a^ e ,
(1T^-2kTr) 1
Zk * ae q:
, k = 0, 1, 2, 3<
If k = 0, then Zq * ae •
3^1
If k * 1, then zq^ » ae ^ •
The z’s desired are the z's in Img(z) >0; therefore,
Zq and Zp are the desired z's*
Every complex number can be written in the for^ z * re” •
Hence, applying Euler's formula it follows that
10
Zq * a^cos + 1 sin )
® a^’ (1 + i),
2
Zt * a(cos —<2-ir + i sin -llT' )■L 4 4
Find the residue at [q (z)J.
Z=Zr
The Res/”Q{z)7 = 11m fl
z ^z^ L
(z - Zk























Choose as a contour a semicircle with center at the origin
and radius R in the upper half plane* Let this semicircle in
(Figure ) be denoted by , and choose R large enough to in¬
clude all the poles of Q(z}* Then by the residue theorem*
31



























lj.,1, De Molvre*3 theorem,«-De Molvre’s theorem will be used
to solve the following integral?
^ (z - zq)”^ dz; path k: a circle with radius r about
*0 as center, described in the positive sense, k may be rep¬
resented by
kt zq + r (cos t + 1 sin t), 0 £ t 27T ,
z - Z0 a r (cos t + i sin t),
where
f(z) a (z - zq)® , m Is a positive integer.
Along k;
f*(z) a ( - sin t + i cos t )•
Therefore, —
(X).=/ r (cos t + i sin t) r(-sln t + i cos t)dt«
Using De Molvre*s theorem
(cos t + i sin t)”^ a (cos mt + 1 sin mt).
Hence (1) x
a (i) (-1) mt + 1 sin mt)(<-sin t-M 'COS t)dt
airm+1 r
arr
(cos mt + 1 sin mt) (cos t + 1 sin t) dt;
Using (14.) of section 2,7, it follows that
/ »7r
(2) a 1 r»+l J j^cos )m + 1) t + 1 sin (m + 1) tj dt.
Set m + 1 a then (2) becomes
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cos ut dt - j sin ut dt,
:^Tr
j^cos ut dt = 0 and J^sin ut<i^ 0,'o o
for every Integer u, except u=0; when u*0, the integrals
become
2 and 0,
respectively* Hence, the integral
[ ,2TTi, if m * -1(z - zq) dz
^ [ 0, if m 9t -1
4*2 Relations between trigonometric and hyperbolic
functions.-From Section 3*3* definition (5)» it follows that
^iz ^“iz oiz A
(1) sin z * -2 cos z * -2 ®
2i 2
sinh z * e^. » e**^
, cosh z s
Show that the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied by
the elementary fimction
f(z) “ sin z.
The Cauchy*Riemann equations are:
Solution:
s -2..V- and = - JL3L.
zy ^y
f(z) * sin z,
z * X + ly«
3k
Therefore,
tiz) = sin (x + iy)*
By (I) of Section 3, it follows that
(2) sin (x + iy) * sin x cos iy + cos x sin iy#
Prom (1) above
,iy -e-iy’ .l ..*^ e*-y + .
sin y ss ^ ■— and cos y » —“ •
2i 2
Therefore,
sin iy s e~y - e7 ^ ife - ) *2i
Thus




cos iy = e^ = ©y + e-7
6^. o**?. a cosh y«
2
Substituting in (2)
sin (x + iy) = sin x cosh y + i cos x sinh y#
u(x,y) =» sin x cosh y and v(x,y) * cos sinh y#
Therefore,
Hence
-2JL. s cos X cosh y; ,.s sin x sinh y
9x 2?y
—2_ =
_ sin X sinh y; -gT. = cos x cosh y«
, - av and 9^ - = _ ■ ;
97 ■91 ax
therefore/the Cauchy-Riemann equations are satisfied#
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lj.,3* Conjugate of a complex number,"Conjugate3 will be
used to obtain a result in final form as determined by the use
of cross ratios.
Find the bilinear transformation which takes the points
2, 1 -I- i, and 0 in the z*plane into the points 1« andooin
the w-plane.
Solution:
(1) "1 - » - "2 - »1 - » 8^ - »2 .
wi - W2 W3 - w Z]_ - Z2 Z3 - z
Substituting in (1)
SLzs. . = a - Z. . 0- (1*1) .
0-1 -w 2—(1+i) 0 - z
Therefore,
w = (1-^1)z - 2(H-i) ,
(l-l)z
using the definition of division for complex numbers from
Section 2.2|., it follows that
. 21z - hi
Zz
=




J[|.*4 Summation of series bv the calculus of residues,-Find
the svua of |
^ , 2The stun of *> - ^ s ^
n= I n=«
Proof: Let Cj^ be a closed contour including the points
m, m + 1, •••, n« Let f be a meromorphic function with simple





The fvinctlon ^cot 'fi z has simple poles inside Cq at the points
z » m, m + 1, •••, n, with residue unity at each pole* The
residues of these poles of cot zf(z) are accordingly
f(m}, f(m), •••* f(z)« Hence, by the residue theorem
I f(z) n cot i7 z dz * 2‘til(f(ra)+ *•• + f(n)
r
■*"61 n cot'lla, + ••• + bic'TTcot TPajc)*
If the conditions are satisfied which ensure that the
contour Integral tends to zero as n —-»o0» we can find the
f(n)* Suppose that f is a rational fvinction, none of whose
zeroes or poles are integers, such that zf (z) —^0 as iz I ^o«=> *
Let Cjj be the square with comers (n+-^) 1 ^
is certainly bound on this square* To show that -ncot ttz is
also bound, consider the regions
(a) (b) y-4 (c) L-y ,d ^ 2
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In (a) we have y >-i- and
2
ncotn z = jTcos.TX z_.|^ IttcscttzI
sin TT z
Ittz -inz
e -e -?■ .e- ?
, since
i» -iz ye “C I ' I - le-""{I
{le-^l - klj I .
e
li
In (h) set y = - t, then t * Hence, from (a) we have
j-TT cot "Tr z j £
e .2 -e
In (c) let AB be the line joining —i— — !• Now since
|nsinn z\ *TT(cosh^tTy - cos^rrx)•
we have since x " that
TTsinTTzl ss iTcoshTT y > IT * so that
jiTcot n zl £ jrrc8STTz| £Tr.
The CSC TTz has period TT. Since this fact is known, we
have that cot TTz is boxmd on the lines joining (n+ + i
(n • —~) and (n+ —^) + i (n+ —Hence TTcot TT z is bound
on all the squares C^o
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It was shown earlier that cot 'fT z was bound on










and arbitrary and for a sufficiently large n,
the upper bound of TT cot T7 z on Cj^, L=8(n+ _
where
I )=8R
is the length of On, and R*(n+ is the least distance of




—* 0 as n —► oo.
Therefore,'
n




tU) = 1 and ) ^Tcot ff »_da ,* v> a
-n
where
C_:(n+ 1 i 1), n * 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... .n
2
has double poles at z - 0 and cot z has simple poles
at z * 0 and z-n, n=«l. ^2, ••••
_ _ _ “TTCOt IT Z
To calculate the residue at z * 0, we can expand “
in a Laurent series in 0 ^ Izj^ 1 and observe the coefficient
-1
z . Now
TTcotTTz ( 1 TTZ ■ TT^ ..,)








Now we want to find the residues at z =* n, n = i 1, t 2,...
of f (z) cot z, where f{z)= .
Observe
ResjiTf(z) cot TTz'] * 11m (rr(z«n) -J;—cotiTz)^ J z—^n
2 = r)
* 11m ^TT (z-n)sinTTz-nTeQa rrx
z n 2











C TTcotTtz <3z a 2 rr i
n
k=-n




= 0, where the prime Indicates the
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